
CIRQUE DU SOLEIL

Programmes Description

Alegria

Alegría is a Spanish word that means happiness, joy, and jubilation. 

Beginning as a big top touring show in 1994, this baroque ode to the 

energy, grace, and power of youth converted to an arena touring show in 

2009. Considered one of Cirque du Soleil’s most beloved shows, Alegría 

was performed over 5,000 times and seen by over 14 million spectators in 

more than 250 cities around the world, before taking its final bow in 

December 2013.

Amaluna

After directing her daughter's coming of age ceremony, honouring 

femininity, renewal, rebirth and balance, Queen Prospera causes a storm. 

A group of young men wash up on the isle, triggering an epic love story 

between Prospera’s daughter and a brave young suitor. Theirs is a love 

that will be tested.

DELIRIUM

The one-of-a-kind multimedia spectacle of internationally acclaimed 

Cirque du Soleil™ is brought to television in a one-off special capturing 

their show DELIRIUM as its run draws to a close at the O2 Arena in 

London.

KOOZA

A return to our origins, KOOZA combines acrobatic performance and the 

art of clowning, while exploring fear, identity, recognition and power. The 

Innocent's journey brings him into contact with comic characters from an 

electrifying world full of surprises, thrills, audacity and total involvement.

Dralion

Fusing the 3000-year-old tradition of Chinese acrobatic arts with the 

multidisciplinary approach of Cirque du Soleil, Dralion toured worldwide for 

twenty years, drawing its inspiration from Eastern philosophy and its never-

ending quest for harmony between humans and nature. The show’s name 

is derived from its two emblematic creatures: the dragon, symbolizing the 

East, and the lion, symbolizing the West.

Saltimbanco

A marvelous mix of traditional circus acts with modern acrobatics, 

Saltimbanco first delighted audiences in 1992 and had become Cirque du 

Soleil's longest running production by the time it closed at the end of 2012. 

This incredible span of spectacular success in three different decades 

featured 6,000 big top and arena performances to 14 million spectators in 

140 cities across the planet.

Nouvelle Expérience

The Mystery of Mystere
An exploration on how quantum physics and high performance circus acts 

merge together on the show MYSTERE.

Flow
A tribute to the artists of "O" that provides an insightful look into their world 

and the challenges they face through stunning stage shots and personal 

stories.

Hatching
A short film that documents the creative team behind the production of 

OVO.

TOTEM Stories
An introduction to the artists of TOTEM at the beginning of their touring 

experience with the troupe.

A Thrilling Ride Through 

KOOZA
A captivating documentary that looks at the creative process of KOOZA.

Through the Curtain
An invitation to cross over and step through the curtain to discover a new 

and captivating all-access documentary on the creation of CORTEO.
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